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FloorLiner™
WeatherTech’s designers and engineers
have worked tirelessly to develop the
most advanced vehicle protection system
available today. The WeatherTech®
FloorLiner™ lines the interior carpet up
the front, back and even up the sides
of the vehicle’s footwell. This ultimate
protection helps to provide the assurance
that a vehicle will maintain the longlasting comfort and interior appearance
that an owner wants from their
investment.
Each and every designed FloorLiner™
application goes through an intense
series of measurements, fittings, design
and mold creation before it will become
available on the accessories market.
Starting with 3D laser measurements of
the interior surfaces, raw data of each
vehicle is collected and processed.
Designers utilize this data to create a
3D prototype part that is fitted into
the vehicle and, if necessary, make
adjustments until the fit of the product fits
seamlessly to the contours of the vehicle.
A mold is then machined out of aircraft
grade aluminum and water cooled to
maintain a consistent production quality.
The WeatherTech® FloorLiner™ provides
a custom-fit solution to spills, debris,
tracked in weather and more. Made from
a patented multilayer material, FloorLiners
provide a rigid core for strength that
helps to retain its custom-fit shape, while
offering a soft tactile top surface that
feels comfortable underfoot. Specially
designed channels carry fluid and debris
to a lower reservoir, away from shoes and
clothing. Easy to clean and easy to install.
Available for cars, trucks, SUVs and
minivans in black, tan and grey.
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PERFECT FIT for every
vehicle and protects the front,
back and even up the sides.
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